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Abstract  

Subwavelength metallic resonators provide a route to achieving strong light-matter coupling 

by means of tight confinement of resonant electromagnetic fields. Investigation of such 

resonators however often presents experimental difficulties, particularly at terahertz (THz) 

frequencies. A single subwavelength resonator interacts weakly with THz beams, making it 

difficult to probe it using far-field methods; whereas arrays of resonators exhibit inter-resonator 

coupling, which affect the resonator spectral signature and field confinement. Here, traditional 

far-field THz spectroscopy is systematically compared with aperture-type THz near-field 

microscopy for investigating complementary THz resonators. Whilst the far-field method 

proves impractical for measuring single resonators, the near-field technique gives high signal-

to-noise spectral information, only achievable in the far-field with resonator arrays. At the same 

time, the near-field technique allows us to analyze single resonators without significant 

interaction with the near-filed probe. Furthermore, the near-field technique allows highly 

confined fields and surface waves to be mapped in space and time. This information gives 

invaluable insight into spectral response in resonator arrays. This near-field microscopy and 



 

 

spectroscopy method enables investigations of strong light-matter coupling at THz frequencies 

in the single-resonator regime. 

 

1. Introduction  

Near-field microscopy and spectroscopy has become an invaluable tool for studying sub-

wavelength scale systems.[1,2] In particular, it enabled probing local optical fields in 

subwavelength-sized plasmonic resonators.[3-6] Such resonators can enhance interaction 

between photons and matter excitations through tight confinement of electromagnetic fields to 

subwavelength dimensions.[7] At terahertz (THz) frequencies, resonators were instrumental in 

achieving strong and ultra-strong light-matter coupling.[7]–[13] Intriguing quantum 

phenomena are predicted in this regime, such as spontaneous release of virtual photon pairs 

and unusual statistical behavior of emission from thermal sources.[14]–[16] So far, far-field 

techniques dominate the study of strong light-matter interaction at THz frequencies.[17] This 

is despite the fact that far-field scattering from single resonators is typically weak, and therefore 

it rarely provides sufficient sensitivity to investigate light-matter coupling in the single-

resonator regime. To mitigate the weak signals, resonators have been mainly studied in 

arrays.[18,19] The drawback of this approach is that the inter-resonator interaction may modify 

the resonator spectral signature.[20 - 26] Moreover, arrays display an average effect of many 

resonators and thus may limit investigations of quantum effects.[27,28] As a result, current 

efforts in the community point to reducing both the number of electrons coupled to the 

individual resonator and the overall number of resonant elements.[27]–[30] This further 

emphasizes the need to develop methodology for detection of weak signals from individual 

resonators. Although THz near-field microscopy and spectroscopy are capable of revealing 

characteristics of single resonators,[22], [31]–[36] so far strong light-matter interaction at THz 



 

 

frequencies has not been investigated in the near-field. This can be attributed to the relative 

complexity of near-field measurements compared to far-field techniques. In addition, potential 

interactions between the probe and the resonator may affect the pure resonator signature.[37]  

The question remains open as to which of the techniques, far-field or near-field, is better fitted 

for retrieving information about subwavelength sized THz resonators with sufficient sensitivity 

and with minimal artefacts. To answer this, we systematically compare far-field and near-field 

THz time-domain spectroscopy for probing complementary metallic resonators developed for 

studying strong light-matter interaction in the THz frequency range.[7] We study both arrays 

of varying periodicity and a single resonator. We use a THz near-field microscopy technique 

using a collection-mode aperture probe, which has been demonstrated in applications for 

probing metallic and dielectric resonators,[3],[38] and a typical commercial THz time-domain 

spectroscopy system in the confocal configuration to detect the spectroscopic signatures. We 

find that both techniques are able to reveal spectral signatures of arrays, however only the near-

field technique is sensitive enough to reveal spectral characteristics of a single isolated 

resonator. Furthermore, we show that the inter-resonator coupling within the arrays modifies 

the spectral signature, making it preferable to study single resonators. The near-field technique 

allows us to map the electromagnetic fields both in space and time, and reveal the nature of 

inter-resonator coupling by visualizing surface waves travelling between the resonators on the 

metal-air interface. In addition, we numerically and experimentally investigate the near-field 

resonator-probe interaction, and find that this is negligible for probe-sample separation 

distances greater than 10 µm. We therefore conclude that the near-field approach is more 

sensitive and accurate for investigations of THz resonators in comparison to the far-field 

approach; it enables investigations of single resonators non-invasively, i.e. without significant 

effects of the resonator-probe interaction on its spectral signature. The near-field approach also 

has the potential for experimental investigation of inter-resonator coupling.  



 

 

 

2.  Experimental Section  

Complementary LC Resonators 

We study resonators with a complementary design of the split-ring LC (inductance-

capacitance) resonator, with an integrated tapered dipole antenna in the center, as shown in 

Figure 1. This design is a modified version of a nanogap hybrid LC microcavity, which was 

used to achieve ultrastrong light-matter coupling at 300 GHz.[7] We scale the resonator such 

that the long axis is 50 μm, resulting in a resonance frequency of 1.1 THz, centered in the range 

of typical THz time-domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS) systems. The resonators are defined via 

electron beam lithography on a 600 µm thick GaAs substrate, metalized with a 200 nm Au film 

and a 4 nm Ti adhesion layer. The capacitive gap acts as a cavity of extremely reduced 

dimensions (1 μm) with respect to the illuminating wavelength, thus confining the electric field 

in a sub-wavelength sized area. Three samples are studied here: two 5x7 arrays with periodicity 

of 60 µm and 80 µm, and a single resonator located at the center of a gold patch.  

Near-field and Far-field Systems 

Both the near- and far-field experiments are based on transmission-type THz-TDS. Normal 

illumination at frequencies matching the resonator fundamental mode induce an enhanced and 

highly-confined electromagnetic resonance in the resonator center. Although this region is 

underneath the surface, evanescent fields on the resonator surface contain the information 

about the resonant field enhancement. These can be probed by the near-field method. At the 

same time, a transmitted wave also carries the information about the resonant field into the far-

field. Here, we compare the spectroscopic signature of the evanescent field on the surface with 

that of the transmitted waves.  



 

 

In both experiments, the sample is uniformly illuminated by the THz beam polarized 

horizontally (x-axis). In the near-field experiment, the illumination is set up from the substrate 

side, so that the THz beam passes through the GaAs substrate before reaching the resonators. 

In the far-field, the sample is illuminated from the metal side and the transmitted field is 

detected by gated antennas in the far-field (commercial THZ-TDS spectrometer, Menlo 

TERASMART). In the near-field approach, shown schematically in Figure 1a, a 10 µm 

aperture integrated with a photoconductive antenna detector [3] is placed close to the resonator 

side of the sample, probing the electric field in a small region near the resonator surface. The 

near-field probe is sensitive to two electric field components: the time derivative of the 

transverse component, (dEx /dt), and the spatial derivative of the longitudinal component 

(normal to the aperture plane), (dEz /dx).[39] Sensitivity to the latter component allows us to 

detect surface waves with a purely imaginary kz-component, which do not propagate into the 

far-field. We note that the detection sensitivity depends on the aperture size [40]; here we  use 

a 10 µm aperture near-field probe [3,40], which provides an acceptable dynamic range, as can 

be seen in the supporting information, along with more detailed information about both 

experimental systems. 

To characterize the near-field spectral signature of the resonator, we position the probe over 

the central region of the resonator and record a time domain waveform of the THz field. For 

resonator arrays, we measure the waveform of a resonator positioned in the central column of 

the 5-column array. We then Fourier transform the waveform and obtain the frequency-domain 

spectrum. After normalizing it to the incident THz pulse spectrum, measured without the 

sample for the same arrangement of the THz source and near-field probe, we obtain a 

normalized amplitude spectral density, which represents spectral enhancement Edet / Einc.  

Resonator Array Spectra  



 

 

First, we use the near-field technique to probe evanescent fields for the two arrays. Their near-

field THz waveforms are compared to the incident THz pulse waveform in Figure 1c. The array 

fields show several oscillations lasting after the decay of the incident THz pulse. Although the 

resonators are identical in both arrays, there are noticeable differences: the decay of the 80 μm 

array waveform is clearly significantly faster than that for the 60 μm array (lifetime 𝜏80 = 1.7 

ps in comparison to 𝜏60 = 4.3 ps). This difference in the temporal field evolution indicates a 

different spectral response of the arrays. In Figure 2 we illustrate this difference by comparing 

the normalized spectra (Figure 2a). The spectral peaks differ in linewidth: the 80 μm array is 

almost three times as broad as the 60 μm array in the near-field. In addition, the spectral 

enhancement differs – the 60 µm array enhancement is 2.25 times larger than the 80 µm array.  

We observe similar spectral differences in the far-field transmission spectra shown in Figure 

2c. The linewidth is still significantly broader for the 80 µm array and the spectral enhancement 

is different for the two arrays. However, in the far-field this difference is smaller (linewidth is 

approximately 1.5 times larger for the 80 µm array and the spectral enhancement is only 1.5 

times smaller). The difference in spectral amplitude from the near-field case can be attributed 

to the fact that in the far-field, the spectral response is affected by the array size which scales 

with periodicity. The peak frequencies of both arrays measured in both the near and far-field 

are very close to the design frequency of 1.1 THz (the spectral resolution is ≈ 60 GHz due 

truncation of the time-domain waveform at the first reflection within the substrate). The stark 

difference between the two arrays indicates that the inter-resonator coupling has a significant 

effect on the spectral signature of the single resonator.  

Single Resonator Spectra 

We then probe the single resonator with both systems in the same manner as the arrays. In the 

near-field, the single resonator has a spectral enhancement of 2.3, centered at 1.07 THz (Figure 



 

 

2b). Compared to the array spectra (shown as grey lines), the single resonator spectrum is 

visibly different. The individual resonator linewidth can be both broader (compared to the 60 

μm array case) and narrower (compared to the 80 μm case) depending on the array periodicity. 

In addition, we observe a variation in spectral enhancement (compared in Figure 2b, inset): for 

the single resonator, it is slightly lower than that for the 80 μm array (2.3 in comparison to 2.7), 

and almost a factor of 3 lower in comparison to the 60 μm array (6.4). Given that all three 

measurements were taken at similar probe-sample separations (see Section 4), this confirms 

that the inter-resonator coupling affects the array signatures significantly. 

 In the far-field, the single resonator shows no discernible spectral enhancement. This 

highlights a key advantage of the aperture near-field technique. In the far-field case signal-to-

noise ratio is dependent on the number of resonators interacting with the beam and on radiation 

efficiency into the far-field. Far-field simulations, which will be discussed in Section 3.2, show 

that the power transmission of the single resonator is approximately 0.1% of the array 

transmission. This clearly demonstrates the difficulty of measuring single resonator spectra in 

the far-field. However, in the near-field approach the signal strength depends only on the 

amplitude of the field near the resonator surface, which is not significantly different between 

the three samples. In fact, the difference in the near-field amplitude for the same resonators 

measured at the same probe-sample separation can be attributed only to the inter-resonator 

coupling. Therefore, the near-field approach not only enables investigations at a single 

resonator level, it also offers quantitative evaluation of the inter-resonator interaction by 

detecting the field enhancement within the resonator.  

 

3. Discussion  



 

 

The striking result of both the near-field and far-field studies is that the spectral response from 

the arrays is different, despite having the same resonant element. In both experiments, the 

difference is evident in the spectral linewidth and field enhancement at the resonance peak. To 

verify that this is a result of inter-resonator coupling it is necessary to identify the physical 

mechanism affecting the resonator signature. 

3.1. Inter-resonator Coupling  

It was shown previously that the coupling between individual resonators in complementary 

arrays leads to variation of the spectral transmission signatures in the far-field.[20], [23-26] 

When the incident beam excites the resonator, some energy scatters from the resonator in the 

form of surface waves propagating along the metallic surface. The surface waves are launched 

predominantly from resonator edges perpendicular to the beam polarization, meaning the 

surface wave travels across the metal plane in the direction of the incident beam polarization 

[39]. We note however that in our case the resonator edges responsible for launching surface 

waves are sub-wavelength in size and the surface waves thus diverge rapidly as they propagate 

from the resonator. In the arrays, the surface waves form coherent superposition at a specific 

wavelength, λ. This wavelength is defined by the array periodicity, and is given by the 

interference condition:  

𝜆 = 𝑎$𝜀!""&$𝑖# + 𝑗#*
$%

                                                         (1) 

where i, j are integers, denoting the order of the reciprocal lattice vector, a  is the lattice constant 

of the array, and 𝜀𝑒𝑓𝑓 is the effective relative permittivity of the structure. This condition arises 

from the dispersion relation of surface plasmon waves at an interface. Previous numerical 

simulations of infinite arrays fulfilling the interference condition (Equation 1) showed a 

splitting of the spectral peak (not shown here). Such splitting was interpreted as a strong 



 

 

coupling between the resonator mode and the surface wave mode, and the effective relative 

permittivity was found to be:   𝜀𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 11.6 (see supporting information for more details).[20] 

Using this model in the present experiment, we expect the lowest order surface wave mode at 

an array periodicity of 80 µm at the GaAs-Gold interface to be at a frequency of ~1.1 THz (i=1, 

j=0). This frequency coincides closely with the resonance frequency of the single array 

element. Therefore, in addition to the resonant excitation of each element by the incident pulse, 

each element is also excited by the surface waves. As the periodicity of the array matches the 

wavelength of the surface wave mode, the array elements are excited in phase. This produces 

a collective interference effect, affecting radiative losses of the resonator array. The 

interference causes an increase in spectral linewidth, which corresponds to an increase of 

radiative losses and decrease in quality factor. On the other hand, for the 60 μm array, the 

surface wave mode wavelength is shorter than the period and thus the secondary excitation of 

the array elements does not occur in phase with the resonance excitation. Interestingly, this 

results in a narrowing of the observed resonance corresponding to a reduction of radiative 

losses for the 60 μm array - opposing the superradiance effect, which results in a broadened 

linewidth with reduced resonator spacing.[41] 

3.2 Finite Array Simulations  

Experimental measurements do not feature the splitting predicted by infinite array simulations 

of constructively interfering resonators. This suggests that ideal infinite simulations provide a 

qualitative description of the physical coupling mechanism, but do not accurately describe the 

experiment. To obtain an improved description, we carry out simulations of the entire 5x7 

array, without using periodic boundary conditions. The results of this are shown in Figure 3.  

Initially, we simulate the far-field case (Figure 3a). The samples are illuminated through the 

substrate, and the power transmission through the far side of the simulation region is calculated. 



 

 

This is illustrated by insets in Figure 3a, and further details of the specific simulation set-up 

can be found in the supporting information. As with the experiment, we see no splitting of the 

resonance peaks. The simulated spectra are in good agreement with the experiment: the 60 µm 

spectrum is significantly higher in amplitude, and it has a smaller linewidth than the 80 µm 

array.  

Furthermore, we numerically model the near-field detection by introducing the aperture probe 

into the simulation region (Figure 3b). The aperture plane is placed 10 μm away from the 

resonator plane (estimated as a lower bound for the probe-sample separation in these 

experiments, as discussed in Section 4). The structure is illuminated through the substrate and 

the electric field is detected behind the aperture. As with the far-field simulation, no spectral 

peak splitting is observed. The spectra match the near-field experiment well: the linewidth of 

the 80 μm array (0.12 THz) is much larger than for the 60 μm array case (0.07 THz); and the 

decreased spectral enhancement for the 80 µm array is also seen. The relative spectral 

enhancements of the three simulated structures match well to the experimental data in Figure 

2. 

The agreement of the experimental results with simulations of the entire structure confirms that 

the lack of peak splitting and the varying spectral enhancement observed experimentally are 

genuine consequences of the finite nature of the array, rather than experimental error or lack 

of spectral resolution.  

In order to explain the difference between the infinite and finite array simulations, we 

consider the surface wave induced inter-resonator coupling. . As well as the initial excitation, 

surface waves are also excited at each resonator and travel along the metallic surface, 

exciting neighboring resonators as they travel. When there is a phase difference between the 

initial excitation of the resonator and the surface wave excitation, the interference between 



 

 

the surface wave and initial excitation varies for each resonator depending on its position in 

the finite array. The infinite array model however fails to describe the field distribution in the 

finite array. Since each element of the finite array experiences different secondary excitation 

from the surface wave, both in amplitude and phase, the finite array spectrum is naturally 

‘blurred’ in comparison to the infinite array.  

A more detailed description of the physical mechanism for this is provided in the supporting 

information.  

3.3 Near-Field Observation of Surface Waves 

Surface waves can be observed by the near-field system. This provides further insight into 

resonator operation and inter-resonator interactions. Although the near-field technique cannot 

confirm the presence of the surface wave on the gold-GaAs interface, it does allow us to 

observe surface waves on the gold-Air interface. Figure 4 shows an x-axis line scan (red line 

in the scanning electron microscope (SEM) image) covering three resonators in the 80 μm 

array. The area scanned spans from the central resonator to the edge resonator, and extending 

about 300 μm beyond the array edge. The near-field space-time map shows that the surface 

waves travel over 200 μm from their source whilst still maintaining a detectable amplitude. 

This therefore confirms that surface waves are launched and supported by the structure, and 

that they have sufficient energy to excite neighboring resonators. We can directly measure the 

effective permittivity from the space-time gradient, and therefore wavelength of the surface 

wave on the gold-air interface from Figure 4. Unlike the surface waves on the gold-GaAs 

interface, it has the k-vector closer to the free space vector and therefore a period of 223 μm 

for a 1.1 THz wave (corresponding 𝑘 = 1.22𝑘! ). Given that the gold layer (200 nm) is 

comparable to the penetration depth, the surface waves on both interfaces will extend through 

the metal layer. However, the gold-air surface wavelength is several times longer than the array 



 

 

periodicity, confirming that it is the surface waves on the gold-GaAs interface that contribute 

to coupling, not the surface waves on the gold-air interface, which we observe here in near-

field maps.  

The effect of the surface waves is evident in the detected fields at the resonator center (Figure 

4b): we observe a different time evolution of the field for resonators in different positions in 

the array. Although all resonant elements are excited in phase by the initial THz pulse (the 

beam spot size is ~1-2 mm, which is much larger than the distance between the resonators), the 

secondary excitation due to the surface wave varies for different resonators, resulting in a phase 

difference between the resonant fields at neighboring elements. This agrees with the finite array 

simulated results (provided in supporting information). The non-zero phase difference between 

different resonators within the array also allows us to distinguishes these surface waves from 

magnetoinductive waves, which have been detected in similar systems. [42,43] 

We also observe the effect of surface waves in the spatial distribution of the experimental near-

field maps for a single resonator and an array. Figure 5 compares near-field spatial maps of 

one of the resonators in the 80 μm array (Figure 5a), to the single isolated resonator (Figure 

5c). Both were recorded at a time corresponding to the maximum of the waveform. In both 

images the resonator shows enhanced fields in comparison to the surrounding area. However, 

for the resonator in the array, whilst the individual array elements can be identified, there is 

considerable field intensity in between the resonators. This is consistent with surface waves on 

the metal-air interface. 

As a result of simulations we can conclude that our experimental observations of varying 

linewidth and spectral enhancement are a direct result of inter-resonator coupling due to surface 

waves on the gold-GaAs interface. The lack of spectral peak splitting is a consequence of the 

finite nature of the array, showing that the array is too small to gain quantitative information 



 

 

from infinite simulations. Whilst we cannot experimentally observe the field on the gold-GaAs 

interface, the near-field technique allows us to detect surface waves on the gold-air interface 

in near-field spatial and space-time maps. The measured wavelength implies gold-air surface 

waves do not contribute significantly resonator coupling. However, their observation strongly 

suggests that they are present on the GaAs interface, and this results in the varying spectral 

characteristics of the samples. 

 

4. Probe-Sample Interaction  

We now address the question of probe-sample interaction. The near-field probe positioned 

within the mode of the resonator can affect its spectral characteristics, and therefore limit or 

invalidate the useful capabilities of near-field methods [33]. The effect of the probe on spectral 

characteristics depends on its proximity to the resonator, and the probe-sample interaction can 

be evaluated by quantifying the distance dependence of the main characteristics of the 

resonator: the resonant frequency and the linewidth. Since the aperture-type method discussed 

here can be applied at any distance, we experimentally record spectra of the resonator for 

various separations between the probe and the sample. We also numerically simulate this by 

modelling the full resonator structure and aperture probe (as described in Section 3.2), and 

measuring the spectra through the aperture for various distances between the resonator and 

aperture plane. This is shown in Figure 6.  

We consider the aperture of the near-field probe positioned along the optical axis that passes 

through the region of strong field confinement at the resonator center. As we move the probe 

further from the resonator, the amplitude of the resonant peak decreases - it practically 

disappears at the largest probe-sample distance. However, within the measured range of probe-

sample distances, we don’t observe a detectable change in the resonance frequency or in the 



 

 

linewidth (Figure 6a). Using numerical simulations, we extend the range of studies to smaller 

distances (Figure 6b), where we find that the frequency of the spectral peak starts increasing 

for sample-probe separations smaller than ~10 μm, with a sharp increase for distances smaller 

than 5 μm. Figure 6c and 6d illustrate the amplitude and frequencychange with probe-sample 

separation using the full array simulations. The simulations confirm that at distances greater 

than 10 μm there is very little effect of the probe on the frequency of the resonator, whereas 

below ~10 μm, the probe starts increasingly altering the spectral properties of the sample. The 

amplitude of the resonance also strongly depends on the distance. The amplitude dependence 

allows us to estimate the probe-sample separation in the experiment by fitting the experimental 

amplitude dependence to simulation data (blue crosses in Figure 6c). From this process we 

verify that the spectra presented in Figure 2 correspond to the probe-sample separation of 

approximately 10-15 μm. At this distance from the sample surface, the near-field signal from 

the resonator is strong enough to be detected by our probes, whereas there is a negligible effect 

of the probe on the spectral signature of the resonator. It is worth noting that whilst this is the 

case for the specific resonator structures here, the distance between the probe and sample at 

which the effect of the probe is negligible will vary depending on the resonator structure and 

field confinement.  

At a distance of 10 μm, the probe is relatively far away from the region of strong field 

confinement, which is determined by the antenna gap in the resonator (in our case is ~1 μm). 

Nevertheless, the spectral signature of the resonator manifests itself in the spectrum of the 

surface waves propagating along the antenna arms. In Figure 5c we find areas of highest 

measured field amplitude along the antenna arms, rather than at the resonator center. This is 

because the probe is far away from the confined field region in the gap to detect it directly. At 

the wider section of the antenna however, the antenna field is not as strongly confined as at the 

center, and therefore it extends further from the resonator surface, giving the appearance of a 



 

 

stronger field magnitude at the antenna arms. Therefore, the probe positioned at 10 μm from 

the resonator allows us to analyze the resonant fields without introducing the probe in the 

region of strong field confinement in the antenna gap. The near-field approach therefore can 

be applied for spectroscopic analysis of resonators with substantially stronger confinement.[7], 

[13] 

5. Conclusion 

In conclusion, we investigated complementary THz resonators in arrays and as a single isolated 

object using far-field transmission-mode THz spectroscopy and collection-mode near-field 

THz spectroscopy. Whilst both methods are capable of retrieving spectral signatures from 

resonator arrays, only the near-field method enables high signal-to-noise spectral 

measurements of individual resonators. Furthermore, near-field imaging provides even deeper 

insight into resonator operation in arrays. Infinite array models fail to predict array spectra 

correctly. Finite array simulations however, accurately predict the spectra measured both in the 

near- and far-field systems. Moreover, we can experimentally detect surface waves on the gold-

air interface using near-field imaging, and rule out their contribution to inter-resonator 

coupling. We therefore confirm that surface waves on the gold-GaAs interface cause inter-

resonator coupling which modifies the spectral signature. Finally, we show that the effect of 

the near-field probe on the spectral properties of this specific resonator can be eliminated by 

maintaining a probe-sample separation of ~10	µm. 

This work demonstrates the potential of collection-mode near-field THz spectroscopy and 

imaging for studying strong light-matter interactions with high signal-to-noise, and without the 

influence of interference from neighboring resonators or the near-field probe. As the detection 

is not determined by far-field scattering efficiency, studies employing extremely confined 

fields to couple to very few and even single electronic oscillators could be done in the near-



 

 

field. We anticipate that the near-field approach implemented in more complex experiments 

with cryogenic environments and DC magnetic fields will be integral to exploring strong and 

ultrastrong coupling phenomena at THz frequencies.  

Supporting Information  

Additional supporting information may be found in the online version of this article at the 

publisher’s website. 
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Figure 1. a) Schematic of transmission THz-TDS near-field system with close-up on 

terahertz propagation region b) Example sample (60 μm array shown) with SEM of a single 

array element c) Raw data waveforms for the incident waveform (grey), 60  μm array (green), 

80 μm array (blue) and single resonator (red) (time traces offset for clarity) 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Spectral measurements: a) Near-field spectra of resonator arrays – 60 μm (green) 

and 80 μm (blue) b) Single resonator spectra with arrays (grey) also shown, normalized to 

height of single resonator spectra. Non-normalized spectra in inset. c) Far-field spectra of all 

three samples – 60 µm array (green), 80 µm array (blue) and single resonator (red) 

 

 



 

 

 

Figure 3. Simulation results: a) Simulated spectra in the far-field (interpolated) - measured 

transmission through face on the far end of the simulation region (shown in inset) b) 

Simulated near-field spectra measured using probe placed 1µm behind aperture (simulation 

region shown in inset).  

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Figure 4. Space-time Map: a) SEM of three resonators in 80 μm array, indicating line 

scanned in space-time map. i) Larger SEM of 80 μm array.b) Experimental near-field space-

time map spanning a line of the 80μm array (shown by red line in a). i)) Rescaled close up of 

space-time map illustrating surface waves travelling in time on the gold-GaAs interface. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. a) Interpolated near-field map of 80μm array  b) Waveform recorded from 80 μm 

array showing time delay which the near-field map in (a) was recorded at, corresponding to 

the maximum amplitudes. c) Interpolated near-field map of single resonator at time 

corresponding to maximum of the waveform (inset).  

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Figure 6. a) Experimentally measured spectra of single resonator for increasing probe-

sample separation distance (Z0 – position of closest approach). b) Simulated spectra of single 

resonator for increasing probe sample separation (1μm - 20μm). c) Peak Fourier transform 

amplitude (from b) is plotted against the probe-sample separation for simulation, with 

experimental data (from a) fitted. The experimental probe-sample separation for the closest 

approach can be estimated to be approximately 10-15 μm. d) Simulated frequency position of 

Fourier transform peak for increasing probe-sample separation with simulated peak shown 

(faded red) to illustrate linewidth.   

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Graphical Abstract 

Subwavelength metallic resonators provide tight spatial confinement of electromagnetic 

fields, required for strong light-matter coupling. However far-field techniques prove to be 

impractical for detection of such fields. Aperture-type near-field terahertz spectroscopy 

enables detailed analysis of the confined fields in the single-resonator regime without 

significant external perturbations. It provides a more accurate and more sensitive alternative 

to far-field THz spectroscopy. 

 

 


